
Hitler essays 

Rise to power 
Essay question: Analyse the methods used and the conditions which helped in the rise of a single-party ruler. 

Introduction:  Adolf Hitler was able to consolidate his chancellorship and create the title of ‘furher’ for himself in 1933. Hitler’s rise to power was due to number of 

positive factors: 

• The economic situation in Germany post-1929 brought out the weaknesses of Weimar democracy and radicalised much of the ordinary German 

population, turning it against the Weimar regime and thus providing support for the Nazi party.  

• The strength and appeal with of the Nazis combined with the conditions created to persuade the masses to support Hitler and his party; the Nazi’s 

propaganda and organisation was efficient, he had a successful strategy and an effective identification of key issues.  

• Hitler’s own personality and influence is also of key importance.  

• In order to understand Hitler’s rise to power we must evaluate the conditions of the Weimar regime at the time, the nature of support which helped 

Hitler obtain power and the importance of the methods the Nazis employed to gain this support.  

Para one: The weaknesses of democracy at the time and the government’s inability to deal with the crisis of 1929 created desperate conditions which radicalised 

the German masses, persuading them to turn to the ideological extremism of the Nazis (Contextual factors- failure of democracy) (Could also use this paragraph 

to explain the political scheming that went on and Franz Von Papen’s role in Hitler’s rise to power):  

• The Weimar constitution operated under a system of proportional representation; one seat in the Reichstag for every 60,000 votes cast. Such 

democracy meant that multiple coalition governments had to be formed for a party to have majority support in the Reichstag, meaning that the base of 

the government was broadening all the time, making any concerted decisions very difficult. This became an intolerable handicap when the great 

depression struck in 1929.  

• The result was the collapse of democracy as, under Bruning and his successors, the government no longer sought the regular mandate of the 

Reichstag. This led, between 1930 and 1933, to the authoritarian phase of the Weimar Republic, which, in turn provided the opportunity for Hitler to 

develop his ideas of a totalitarian state in 1932 and 1933.  

• Democratic leaders failed to prove that their system was better for Germany than the authoritarian models of the past, creating hostility towards the 

republic and a demand for change, according to Fraenkel the parties of the Republic failed to fulfil ‘the functions which devolve upon them in a 

constitutional pluralistic Parliamentary democracy’.  

• The economic crisis in 1929 therefore became a catalyst in the breakdown of the Weimar’s parliamentary systems; it destabilised the whole social 

structure, with serious side effects on the political system.  

Para two: The economic turmoil experiences during the Weimar period combined with the impact of the Great Depression to turn people towards supporting the 

Nazis. (Contextual factors- economic conditions)  

• One of the most significant aspects of economic turmoil in Germany prior to the Wall Street Crash was inflation; evaluating the impact of this General 

Morgan of the Weimar government pointed out how ‘inflation has destroyed the equipoise of society. It has ruined the middle class and impoverished 

the workers’.  

• The economic crisis of 1929 had equally detrimental effects; farmers went into great debt, since food prices had been falling since 1925 anyway. 

Factory and industrial workers lost their jobs; 40% of them were unemployed by 1932 and by 1933 over half of young Germans were unemployed. It is 

therefore evidential that the depression had extreme impacts of the entire German population, but particularly the workers and the middle classes.  

• The crisis hence radicalised sections of the population which inflation had already rendered unstable. People became desperate for employment and 

a better food supply, making them willing to ignore the violence and vulgarities of the Nazi party and support them because they promised ‘work and 

bread’.  

Para three: As people turned to either the extreme right or the far left, the Nazis propaganda and address of key issues appealed to the mases, and their methods 

of using this to their advantage was one of the most significant reasons why Hitler rose to power (Appeal of Nazism): 

• Hitler consistently reformulated his party’s programme in order to appeal to different parts of the population as they became alienated from the 

republic.  

• Hitler even established a section within the Nazi party to identify reasons for different types of public discontent and develop programmes that would 

appeal to different social groups.  

• Historian Stachura later explained that the Nazi party ‘revealed itself to be perhaps the most tactically flexible and opportunistic political movement in 

the Republic’.  

• Hitler took advantage of the unpopularity of the Versailles Settlement and began to appeal to many using nationalist terms such as describing the men 

who signed the treaty as the November criminals. 



• In order to extend his appeal Hitler utilised a number of extremely effective propaganda methods. As Albert Speer has asserted ‘Hitler was one of the 

first to be able to avail himself to the means of modern technology’. Using loudspeakers, provocative posters and bands he was able to persistently 

promote his ideas across Germany. 

• Hitler himself was a powerful orator and had a profound insight into the collective emotions of crowds. Trevor-Roper maintains that Hitler’s ‘firm belief in 

his messianic mission was perhaps the most important element in the extraordinary power of his personality’.  

• The German population demanded a strong and decisive leader who would be a strong voice for Germany in European politics, and Hitler appeared to 

be exactly that.  

• In 1932, the ongoing suffering post-great depression opened up a new election campaign, although Hitler failed to become president, his campaign 

gained him and the Nazi party great publicity. Hitler spoke to individual towns and cities at rallies and appeared to understand their problems, his 

willingness to adopt new policies demonstrated his flexibility and pragmatism, appealing to the multiple different social classes at once.  

Para four: The organisation of the Nazi party helped them to achieve the persistent, organic and militant union of their supporters who seemed willing and able to 

carry on the fight for victory, and the party’s structure allowed them to capitalise on a growing fear of communism to gain wider support (Strengths and 

organisation of Nazism): 

• It is possible to say that the middle classes made up the largest single proportion of the Nazi party, and that their defection from their traditional party 

alliances was vitally important in turning the Nazi campaign into a mass movement.  

• The middle class were radicalised by the second economic crisis but unwilling to completely abandon their conservative views; the Nazis appeared to 

be radical yet structurally efficient, meaning that in their disillusionment with the republic the middle classes turned to them.  

• Hitler’s campaign was impressive but required investment; the Nazis benefited considerably from the respectability, publicity and funding brought by a 

relatively narrow by highly influential sector of society. Landowners, businessmen and industrialists saw in Hitler the prospect of safety from the threats 

of communism and socialism on the left. This, combined with their trust in Nazism to deliver a disciplined and constrained workforce, was enough to 

ensure their support.  

• In addition to this, during the struggle for control of the country the communist ‘red fighting league’ broke up opposition party meetings and fought in 

street battles with the police. These communists fought in gangs, in contrast, the SA and SS gave an impression of discipline and order. This 

impression satisfied the more moderate groups in society, who wanted an end to the unrest and order restored. Subsequently, most people welcomed 

the fact that the SA were prepared to fight the communists and fell for the Nazi’s anti-communist propaganda. 

Conclusion:  

• According to historian Norman Lowe, “It was the widespread unemployment and social misery, together with the fear of communism and socialism, 

which gained the Nazis mass support.” 

• Conditions of economic turmoil and social unrest after 1929 in Germany created the perfect atmosphere for the rise of Hitler. The Republic entered an 

authoritarian phase after the great depression, making Hitler’s fundamentally undemocratic policies relevant and appealing to the masses. The 

depression also radicalised much of the population, providing the Nazis with a much wider base of support. 

• Hitler’s flexible use of methods including propaganda and speeches helped him to effectively promote the ideas of the Nazis and appeal those now 

radicalised various social groups. Hitler used planes to fly all over Germany to attend different rallies, familiarising the ordinary person with his 

leadership. 

• The Nazis were able to deliver policies that appeared to suit the people’s needs, they blamed the Republic for the problems in Germany, capitalising 

on people’s discontent and desire for change and offering alternative solutions, helping them to establish a situation in which the Nazis had a wide 

base of support, though much of it indirect, and in which any opposition to the regime facilitated the transition of Nazism towards becoming a mass 

movement.  

• The organisation and discipline of the Nazi movement contrasted the disorder to the communist campaigns running alongside their own, helping the 

Nazis to demonstrate their superior organisation, providing them with enough core support from the middle class to allow Hitler to transform Germany 

into a single-party state.   

Consolidation of power 
Essay question: Examine the factors contributing to the consolidation of power of one single party ruler. 

Intro:  

• Following Hitler’s appointment as Chancellor on the 30th of January 1933 the Nazi party took a number of measures to ensure the consolidation of his 

power and control over the state.  

• Stephen Lee has argued that “the transformation of the Weimar republic into a Nazi run third Reich was a revolution in the political structure of 

Germany that transcended all notions of legality.”  

• The events of 1933 began with the Reichstag fire on the 27th February, which Hitler exploited as a means of fear-mongering, forcing ordinary people to 

turn to the Nazis in order to escape the evils of communism.  



• Hitler used the fear and widespread discontent to pass the enabling act, the unprecedented nature of which assigned full power over parliament to the 

chancellor…himself.  

• Following this suspension of democracy Hitler then further consolidated his rule through the use of propaganda and coercion, as well as making a few 

essential concessions to ensure that no power could threaten his dictatorship.  

Para one: The heavily publicised attempt to burn down the Reichstag building by Dutch Communist Van Der Lubbe rationalised Hitler’s initial drift towards 

authoritarianism (Manipulation of contextual factors).  

• The fire was created on the 27th of February, less than a month after Hitler’s appointment as chancellor.  

• Hitler was able to exploit the societal backlash that subsequently followed an event that endangered lives and violently threatened the constitution, 

using it as a means to empower himself using the article 48, temporarily dissolving Germany’s constitutional democracy. 

• In the days following the event Hitler was able to convince Hindenburg to sign a decree that, after the 28th of February, abrogated civil liberties across 

Germany. This measure abolished freedom of speech, freedom of assembly and association, and freedom of the press and suspended the autonomy 

of federated states, helping the Nazis to aggressively weaken all political opponents.  

• Utilising both the fear of communism and the measure of the decree, the Nazi party promoted the event as a signal of a communist revolt, enticing 

people to support their goals in the upcoming election, claiming that only they could stop the communists.  

• Hitler further used the other emergency decrees passed, which allowed the imprisonment of threats to the state without trail, to imprison many of the 

communist leaders, stopping them campaigning during the election. 

• Stephen Lee explains that the event was ‘exploited by Hitler to the utmost’ and that ‘he was empowered’ to take control of the state by it.  

Para two: Hitler then added a second fundamental document in order to legally erect his own dictatorship, in what is now known as the ‘legal revolution’. (Political 

changes – Hitler’s ‘legal revolution) 

• Hitler called an election as soon as possible after the fire and the voting took place on the 5th of March.  

• The Nazi vote increased from 11.7 million to 17.2 million while opposition parties, especially the communists, made huge losses.  

• As Broszat explains ‘Hitler’s tactic of calling for an immediate election unsettled his opponents’, and while he was able to focus his campaign on using 

the pretext of the fire to exploit the fear among the population his opponents were unprepared and their vague speeches regarding more general 

problems facing Germany failed to have an impact on the people.  

• Hitler then derived and published The Enabling Act, which was passed, thanks to Nazi intimidation, by the Reichstag on 23 March, assigning exclusive 

legislative power to Hitler and his ministers, bypassing both the president and the Reichstag.  

• Hitler was able to use this legislative power to radically reduce the Reichstag’s power and eliminate political opposition. Between March and July all 

other parties were forced to dissolve, with this movement culminating in the law of July 14 ‘against the establishment of parties’ which declared it a 

criminal offense to organise any political grouping outside the Nazi party.  

• The April 7 law ‘for the restoration of the professional civil service’ had previously purged the bureaucracy of political opponents and non-Aryans; it 

was now virtually impossible to politically oppose the Nazis. 

• Following the enabling act Nazi terror tactics became ‘an officially sanctioned continuation of previously illegal methods’ as described by Lee, meaning 

that the Nazis were free to supress opposition to the utmost, while abiding to the law which Hitler now controlled.  

• President Hindenburg made no attempt to interfere with Hitler’s assault on the opposition due to his own distaste for constitutional democracy and a 

fear of provoking violent and radical constitutional upheaval. The enabling act was in effect an abolishment of democracy, allowing Hitler to consolidate 

his single party state.   

Para three: Propaganda in the form of media, mass mobilization, and education facilitated the success of Hitler’s radical domestic policies, while terror prevented 

any potential criticism of Nazi policies. (Use of propaganda and terror) 

• Following the Reichstag fire, the general election took place on the 5th of March. The Nazis won roughly 44% of the votes. This was largely due to the 

Nazi party’s unmatched propaganda capabilities; the Nazi monopoly of the state media and extensive use of emergency decrees cut away much of 

the opposition’s capability to present an effective case against Hitler.  

• On March 13 the Nazi government took control of the radio and press, limiting opposition to using just posters and rallies to promote their ideas. Even 

this became extremely difficult after the passing of the enabling act as the SA would disrupt opposition meetings and violently prevent their rallies from 

taking place, all under the protection of the law.  

• Goering’s special police in Prussia, designed to the effect that ‘activities of subversive organisations are… to be combatted with the most drastic 

measures’, had been in operation since the 4th of February.  

• The Nazi’s policing not only intimidated political opponents but ordinary people. The SA were able to freely roam the streets and take brutal action 

against anyone they felt opposed the Nazi ideology in any way, by 1934 the SA had 3 million members.  

• Ordinary people were afraid to express any negative views towards the Nazis, meaning that opposition to them failed to gain any substantial support 

amongst the general population, eliminating any threats of an early coup on Hitler by either a radical wing of his party or by the army, as they wouldn’t 

necessarily have the publics initial support, which at the time would have been largely determined by fear. 



• Hildebrand refers to ‘Nazi terrorist tactics’ and explains that ‘it was often difficult to distinguish their terror from legal measures’. The legal face to the 

Nazis tactics of terror and coercion limited any opposition group’s justification for opposing them; the general public were confined by the law in the 

ideologies they followed as well as the actions they took, this was hugely beneficial to Hitler.  

Para four: Hitler made concessions in order to consolidate his rule through his deal with the Church and the sacrifice of his personal army. (Wise political decision 

making and ruthlessness) 

• On July the 20th Hitler’s government made the Concordat deal with the Church, promising to ensure religious freedom as long as the Church refrained 

from involving themselves in political activity, this was a significant concession as later opposition to programmes including forced sterilisations and 

euthanasia stemmed from the Church.  

• Despite certain figures speaking out on behalf of the Church however, the body had no political willpower so couldn’t threaten Hitler’s power, making 

the Concordat deal extremely beneficial for the Nazis.  

• Hitler supressed the one threat to his totalitarian rule through his ruthless actions on the Night of the Long Knives, securing himself an unthreatened 

dictatorship. By the middle of 1933 there were demands for a new Nazi revolution.  

• Ernest Rohm was disillusioned with the treatment of the SA and demanded that they had more power in the new state. Widening the scope of the SA so 

that the Germany army would be absorbed into it would provide leaders such as Rohm with enough power to overthrow Hitler and would antagonise 

the army which might prevent Hitler from becoming president. 

• Therefore in response to Rohm’s demands Hitler accused the SA of attempting to overthrow him and by the beginning of July 1934 SA leadership had 

been cut down by Hitler’s elite corps, the SS. Hitler used the 30th of June ‘night of the long knives’ attack on over 400 of the SA leaders to claim the 

lives of Rohn, Strasser and many other Nazis who were considered disruptive.  

• After the event all internal party opposition was removed, the newly empowered army pledged their full support to Hitler and Hitler announced himself 

Furher unopposed by any opposition. 

Conclusion:  

Hitler had two major advantages over his opposition: 

• First he had more direct access to the media, especially radio, which he was able to use to enhance the Nazis electoral appeal and promote the 

passing of laws that previously would have been considered highly controversial through the use of propaganda.  

• Secondly, he was able to use emergency powers to weaken the position of his opponents. The enabling act was key to Hitler’s consolidation of power 

as it allowed him to legally form his own dictatorship, however on the 24th of March Hitler hadn’t attained complete power over Germany, there was still 

the threat of a counter-movement by the masses. 

• Hitler had to make a small concession in the form of the concordat deal, and sacrificed 400 of the leaders of his personal army.  

• Hitler used a combination of propaganda and terror to ensure the public’s alliance to him personally, or at least put them off supporting any other 

group in a coup attempt. Hitler further crushed the one provocation to Nazi rule through his actions on the Night of the Long Knives, ensuring that there 

were no threats to his rule and fully consolidating his power. 

Extent of totalitarianism 
Introduction:  

• A totalitarian state is a nation with a government seeking to control nearly all aspects of life to ensure that people are committed members of the state.  

• In order to achieve this, totalitarian states characteristically feature and official ideology imposed upon the state by a combination of a government 

monopoly of media and culture and a system of terror.  

• If a single party is to be in total control then a centralisation of state institutions and the economy is also required. Hitler successful suspended 

democracy on July 14 through his law ‘against the establishment of parties’ to consolidate his power.  

• Yet some historians such as Hans Buchheim argue that totalitarian rule must go as far as to control the ‘spontaneity of one’s existence, including his 

conscience’.  

• Opposition movements within the Nazi state threatened the extent of Hitler’s totalitarian control.  

• Plus, while the Nazi government had an intense diplomatic and political influence in all areas of German life, circumstances often led to the 

abandonment of policies that may have maximised their control, so the extent of Hitler’s success in achieving totalitarianism is questionable.   

Para one: Hitler’s dynamic and cohesive ideology was effectively imposed on the German population, with his cult of personality, monopoly of media and use of 

terror leading to very few people opposing the Nazis politically or ideologically. (Evaluating: Elaborate ideology, cult of personality, use of terror, control over 

citizens lives) 

• Laurence Rees explains how Hitler’s speeches telling the German people that their Aryan superiority entitled them to new rights ‘helped cement the 

charismatic connection between leader and led’.  



• People idolised Hitler through this connection, and the fanaticism they shared with him became almost doctrinal for justifying atrocities to political 

opponents and “inferior” peoples. In this respect, Hitler achieved ‘the integration of the political system and the leader’s persona’ that Rees believes 

characterises a totalitarian leadership.  

• As for those who were initially unwilling to agree with Hitler’s ideas, the party’s propaganda combined with their suppression of opposing ideas 

ensured that they had no ideological influence. Between 1933 and 1945 state owned newspapers increased from 2.5% to 82%, this allowed the Nazis 

to prevent subversive articles from being published, eliminating the spread of discontent among the people.  

• Concurrently, films such as Triumph of the Will were able to create a multi-layered image of Nazism which brought in all elements of society and 

directly fostered Fuhrer cult. Hitler controlled what people read in the newspapers, heard on the radio and watched in cinemas. The combined 

presence of the SS and the Gestapo in Germany ensured that those that did ideologically oppose Nazism were too afraid to express their views.  

• Referring to the Gestapo, the success of which largely derived from its own propaganda, Schultz has said ‘scarcely a politically significant initiative 

against the National Socialist regime went un-detected’. Despite Gestapo membership only being around 32,000, ordinary people would report their 

fellow citizens to ensure that every sign that an individual might be anti-Nazi was uncovered. Jacques Delarue maintains that never before had a state 

police unit achieved such a ‘comprehensive penetration of society’.  

Para two: The installation of Nazi led workers unions, youth movements and the introduction of an army and justice system loyal to the Führer allowed Hitler to take 

complete political and economic control over Germany. (Evaluating political and economic control) 

• Children would attend schools where curriculums emphasised the importance of ideological conformity, and would later have their loyalty tested in the 

Hitler youth or League of German maidens.  

• While children were taught Nazism, workers were forced to adopt it, as the alternative was losing the conditional benefits of the DAF and KDF unions. 

People were entirely reliant on the state for employment, and they had no means of questioning the Nazi economic policies.  

• The DAF union that claimed to represent them did nothing more than supress their freedom of expression. The economic reorganisation of Germany 

did reflect the long term ambitions of Hitler and the Nazi vision, as developments in a totalitarian state should.  

• The Four Year Plan and the gearing of the German economy towards total war was a necessary step towards the achievement of Lebensraum. 

Through the combination of this plan and the Hossbach Memorandum Hitler’s basic objectives were militarised, but nevertheless carried out.  

• Two years prior to the 1937 decision to convert Germany into a war economy, in 1935 Hitler also introduced a series of laws called “The Acts Hostile to 

the National Community”. This allowed the Nazis to prosecute anyone who opposed the Nazi state, meaning that nobody could question the party’s 

objectives or decisions.  

Para three: However, the Nazis failed to eliminate all traces of subversive culture in Germany, and opposition existed throughout their rule. (Discussing the 

existence of opposition as an argument that Hitler’s Germany wasn’t totalitarian) 

• Channelling the press for propaganda was problematic. The proliferation of newspapers during the liberal era of the Weimar republic accentuated the 

difficulty; by 1933 there were about 4,700 daily newspapers in Germany, representing a wide variety of political and regional views and loyalties.  

• The Nazis ultimately failed to eliminate all liberal views from journalism. The focus of the Nazis propaganda ministry was on censorship in the press 

rather than portraying ideas and messages, meaning that the few liberal views that escaped censorship sharply contrasted the monotonous Nazi 

slogans and messages and quickly gained attention.  

• Furthermore, while the Nazis were able to censor out opposing views from art and literature, their censorship created a contemporary vacuum which a 

new and distinctive Nazi culture was intended to fill, but never truly did, and the public’s interest remained in non-Nazi art that was considered 

degenerative.  

• Throughout his career Hitler adapted the Nazi ideology to suit the demands of the people, historian Peukert explains that this meant that ‘the 

ideological content of National Socialism remained too vague to function as a self-sufficient educational objective’.  

• As a channel of indoctrination, the Hitler youth had a number of deficiencies. The result was that many youth were attracted by alternative 

organisations such as the Edelweiss Pirates and the Swing Movement.   

• These organisations encouraged actions provocative to the regime but appealing to adventurous youths.  

• In addition, while no opposition movements were able to form due to the brutality of the Nazi police state, grumbling and minor dissent were quite 

widespread. Kershaw has argued that ‘the acute perception of social injustice, the class-conscious awareness of inequalities… changed less in the 

Third Reich than is often supposed’.  

• Certainly, the fact that opposition did develop in such a variety of forms and regarding issues that ordinary people were supposed to be unaware of, 

indicates that totalitarianism was only partly successful.  

Para four: The inconsistency of the government’s social and economic policies suggests that officials had a lack of control over the development of the Nazi 

ideology. (Questioning the strength of the Nazi ideology and the extent to which Hitler had personal control) 

• The Nazi attitude towards women best illustrates this: the initial Nazi policy was to ease out women from the top levels of all professions, and so they 

were induced to stay at home by new ‘marriage credits’ and child bonuses.  



• The gradual decline of unemployment, however, created a new demand for labour. The result was a steady recruitment of women into the workforce, 

the total reaching 5.2 million by 1938.  

• The contradictory nature of this policy supports Bracher’s argument that ‘at no time did National Socialism develop a consistent economic or social 

theory’.  

• Totalitarian leaders typically dominate the decision making in their one-party state, and implement policies that coincide with their clear vision of the 

future, yet as Mommsen explains, Hitler was in fact often removed from day-to-day decision making and distanced himself from many policies. The 

historian suggests that this was most likely through fear of being associated with unpopular decisions such as the Euthanasia program. Hitler’s 

fanatical objectives couldn’t form the basis for rational government and so by the later stages of the regime many of the orders issued by the Führer 

were only signed by him and taken as his direct will.  

• Hitler’s role remained primarily a propagandist. Hitler trusted his Nazi officials to implement the appropriate strategies for him and so, 

uncharacteristically of a totalitarian ruler, allowed them to dictate the party policies.  

Conclusion (Though one could conclude that the state was more totalitarian than this essay suggests):  

• It can be concluded that totalitarianism in Nazi Germany was achieved to a partial extent. Most ordinary Germans shared the Nazi ideology during 

Hitler’s rule, although some opposition to the regime was able to form.  

• The most prominent opposition movements were youth movements, suggesting that the Nazis failed to effectively indoctrinate the most important 

group in society.  

• The state control of the media and other forms of communication was essential to their maintenance of power, and although some liberal views 

continued to be spread, the Nazis own efficient propaganda countered this threat.  

• The combination of the SS and the Gestapo gave the Nazi police state all the features of a totalitarian force for coercion.  

• The main area where the Nazi state failed to match the totalitarian criteria was in the inconsistency of their policies and Hitler’s lack of definitive action 

in the later stages of the regime.  

• Though the Nazi’s had clear basic principles, these didn’t translate into clear social and economic policies, and for this reason the state can be 

described as almost, but not entirely totalitarian. 

Domestic polices 
Recent historians have drawn attention to the various shadings of public opinion, from open support, through outward conformity and passive acceptance, to 

cautious opposition and direct resistance. The type of response depended on the actual relationship between the individual or group and regime.  

Essay question: To what extent were Hitler’s domestic policies successful in combatting internal opposition? 

Para one: Hitler’s economy 

• Richard Overy: stresses that the key factor in shaping the nature of the German economic recovery was the extent to which the state was prepared to 

intervene and manage the economy. 

• Mason argues that ‘the Nazi economic ‘miracle’ convinced many workers that things were getting better, especially as, for most of them, the point of 

reference was not the best years of the Weimar republic but the depths of the depression’. 

• Schacht introduced the New Plan in 1934: Schacht organised Germany's finances to fund a huge work creation project. He increased imports and 

channelled government finances into a wide range of industries. The government controlled all spheres of economy, all imports had to be approved. It 

did not help much in the long-term. Industrial production increased 49.5% by 1935. When there was a crisis in the balance of payments in 1936, 

Schacht suggested to reduce arms spending. 

• The duplication of efforts in the Nazi state should also be mentioned- Internationalist Historians argue that Hitler created this duplication of efforts in 

order to maintain his own position as the only one who could manoeuvre between them. Hidlebrand believes that ‘the confusion of functions among a 

multitude of mutually hostile authorities made it necessary and possible for the Fuhrer to take decisions in every case of dispute, and this can be 

regarded as a foundation of his power’. 

• RAD- Reich Labour Service- compulsory nine months labour for all men over 18- helped solve the unemployment issue and supported the building of 

key infrastructure such as autobahns 

In terms of pure economic success/failure: 

• Hitler’s policy of autarky failed- Hitler wanted Germany to be self-sufficient in its food supplies, oil supplies and iron ore, but by 1939 Germany were still 

importing 30% of raw materials. 

• Helmut Schacht’s four-year plan has been described as an economic miracle because of the impact on unemployment, which fell to almost 300,000 by 

1939. 

Para two: Social policies 



• The working classes were oppressed by the Nazi system and had to grow to accept it in the absence of the parties they traditionally supported- 

ultimately they had no choice 

• In David Schoenbaum's book, Hitler's Social Revolution, the thesis is advanced that Hitler was effectively a "powerful modernising force". 

• Ian Kershaw has said that ‘Nazism’s intentions were directed towards a transformation of value and belief systems- a psychological ‘revolution’ rather 

than one of substance. 

• Nazi propaganda targeted the youth- Teachers were recruited and kept for their ideological conformity, their main obligation being to ‘defend without 

reservation the National Socialist state’.  

• Indoctrination was also introduced in youth movements. But as Peukert argues ‘the ideological content of National Socialism remained too vague to 

function as a self-sufficient educational objective’. The result was that many youth were attracted by alternative organisations such as the Edelweiss 

Pirates and the Swing Movement. 

• DAF- Beauty of Labour- union set up by the Nazis, it was supposed to support workers, but in reality it was under strict Nazi control and took away a lot 

of the personal freedoms of German people 

• KDF- Strength through Joy- rewarded German people for their work efforts by providing free holidays, picnics and cinema trips for the workers and 

their families. German people enjoyed the fact that their efforts were being noticed and the free trips helped to make their lives better 

• Beginning in 1935, the Nuremberg Laws went into effect. These laws forbade marriage or sexual intercourse between Jewish and non-Jewish 

Germans, Jewish citizens could not employ young German women or display the Reich flag, and any person who acted contrary to the laws would be 

punished- These policies resulted in ¼ of a million Jews leaving Germany by 1939. 

Para three: Hitler’s terror tactics 

• Political activism only came from communists and social democrats- failed because of Gestapo- 10% of communist leaders were killed and leader of 

KDP was arrested in 1933- 1933-1934 resistance failed because Hitler had the support of the army.  

• Hitler’s Gestapo was established in Prussia in April 1933 but was largely under the control of the SS and by 1934 Himmler was the effective head of the 

Gestapo. 

• Schultz has said ‘scarcely a politically significant inititative against the National Socialist regime went un-detected’.  

• Delaure maintains that never before had a state police unit achieved such a ‘comprehensive penetration of society’. 

• A primary reason for the success of the Gestapo was its reputation that derived from its own propaganda. The total membership of the Gestapo was 

little more than 32,000, of which only half were fully concerned with the task of political policing. In the circumstances it could only function through the 

enormous number of denunciations which came from a generally compliant population.  

• Purges extended to inside the party 

• Opposition dissolved with democracy, it became synonymous with disloyalty and treason, so came within the scope of terror of the SS and Gestapo 

Para four: Propaganda and censorship 

• In order to reach out to the rest of the German population the Nazis gave priority to radio, as this increased the impression of personal contact between 

the people and their leader, but also used cinema and press and attempts to influence cultural output in literature and art. Increased access to radios 

was an essential prerequisite for the success of the Nazi approach. In 1932 25% of households owned a radio, by 1939 this was up to 70%.  

• Channelling the press for propaganda was problematic. The proliferation of newspapers during the liberal era of the Weimar republic accentuated the 

difficulty; by 1933 there were about 4,700 daily newspapers in Germany, representing a wide variety of political and regional views and loyalties. 

Between 1933 and 1945 state owned newspapers increased from 2.5% of the total to 82%, but this failed to eliminate all liberal views from journalism. 

The focus of the Nazis propaganda ministry was on censorship in the press rather than portraying ideas and messages. 

• Films such as Triumph of the Will were able to create a multi-layered image of Nazism which brought in all elements of society and directly fostered 

Fuhrer cult. 

• The Nazis were able to censor out opposing views from art and literature by their censorship created a contemporary vacuum which a new and 

distinctive Nazi culture was intended to fill, but never truly did, and the public’s interest remained in non-Nazi art that was considered degenerative. 

• Nazi indoctrination targeted the youth, the school curriculums were changed to emphasise Nordic, Nazi and military themes and was virulently anti-

Semitic. Teachers were recruited and kept for their ideological conformity, their main being to ‘defend obligation without reservation the National 

Socialist state’. 

• But as Peukert argues ‘the ideological content of National Socialism remained too vague to function as a self-sufficient educational objective’. The 

result was that many youth were attracted by alternative organisations such as the Edelweiss Pirates and the Swing Movement. 

Conclusion: 

• Propaganda and censorship was still sufficient for him to maintain power 

• Hitler’s political system- duplicating positions- was very effective in ensuring that all decisions were made by him.  



• The upper and middle classes were enthusiastic supporters of the regime. They had initially supported the Nazis out of fear of communism, during the 

third Reich the industrialists worked closely with Hitler and mobilisation for war brought them even closer. 

• The working classes were oppressed by the Nazi system and had to grow to accept it in the absence of the parties they traditionally supported. 

• The bulk of the middle class gained from the Nazi regime, but some were marginalised. The peasantry experienced the least benefit from the 

economic recovery from 1933, suffering from the Reich entailed law for subdivision of estates. 
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Mao essays 
Rise to power 

• How he won the civil war 

• How he rose within the party- the long march and other events 

Consolidation of power 
Examine the means by which Mao consolidated his power in China. 

Introduction: Mao’s consolidation of power took place 1949 and 1953. It has been said that “the consolidation and establishment of power in any state is achieved 

by a blend of repression and attraction.” Attraction through delivering promises and introducing polices that appeal to the majority of the population and 

repression by eliminating opposition groups that pose a threat to his power. 

Para one:  Mao’s PRC was structured in such a way that the CCP was able to work with nationalists to ensure economic progress, progress which consolidated 

the CCPs position as the dominant party in government.  

• The CCP lacked experience running towns or an urban economy. They were pragmatic in initially tolerating other political parties to ensure that the 

country didn’t collapse. The new government began as a coalition 

• In 1949 there were just 750,000 CCP cadres, so many of the 2 million who had served the GMD government were kept on until the CCP had built up its 

own administrative competence. 

• By 1953 CCP membership had increased from 4 million to 6.1 million, allowing them to dispense of many non-communist officials. 

• The CCP also worked closely with businessmen who had close connections to the GMD in their period of ‘national capitalism’. This cooperation led to 

an effective economic recovery. 

• In the period 1949-52 the value of industrial output increased by two and half times. By 1952 grain production was actually 10% higher than it had 

been in 1936.  

• Mao eliminated his political rivals through, firstly, and essentially, the structure of the People’s Republic of China (PRC); divided into six regions, each 

with a bureau of four major officials; Chairman, Party Secretary, Military Commander and Political Commissar. Since these last two posts were filled by 

members of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), this effectively left China under military control, which Mao, from the beginning, considered as the best 

means of stabilising China and guaranteeing the continued rule of the CCP. 

• Essentially, the way Mao had organised his government, it was carried out by the politburo, over which he had complete authority; this early 

manipulation was indisputably crucial in consolidating Mao’s authoritarian power in China. 

Para two: Mao’s other early social and economic policies ensured that the CCP met their promises, and that people had reason to support them.  

• The CCP effectively tackled the hyperinflation which had totally destabilised China’s economy under the GMD. A new currency was introduced and their 

government budget was balanced due to more effective taxation.  

• The land reform of 1950 saw the destruction of the power and wealth of the landlord class. Mao emphasised the fact that this early economic policy was 

the will of the people, and peasants were encouraged to take the lead in attacking the landlords, denouncing them in organised ‘speak bitterness’ 

campaigns.  

• Around 2 million landlords died, often beaten to death by peasants. A much larger number survived but had much of their land taken away and 

redistributed to middle and poor peasants.  

• Michael Lynch has outlined what he believes to be one of the most important effects of this as ‘to give the peasants a stake in the revolution, as now they 

had something to lose if the CCP were overthrown’. 

• In keeping with their pre-1949 policies the CCP launched a drive to expand educational provision. Between 1949 and 1953 the number of children in 

primary education increased from 24 million to 51 million.  

• Ensuring their promises were met increased their popularity, as did their attempts to improve the position of women in society. In 1950, the marriage law 

banned arranged and child marriages and polygamy.  

• The role of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) initially revolved largely around the spreading of propaganda. Each year over 800 000 men were 

conscripted into the army; in other words, it was compulsory for them to join. As Whitfield remarked, a PLA member was not only “trained in warfare (but) 

indoctrinated in the ideology of the Communist Party”. 

• Soldiers were put to work alongside peasants participating in public work projects such as building railways and bridges, as well as responsible for 

educating peasants about the Party ideology. In a way, the PLA was an essential bridge to connect the Party and people. 

Para three: Mao’s mass mobilisation movements consolidated his power in a number of ways.  
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• Geoff Stuart argues that “the process of consolidating control was completed through two campaigns in 1951 and 1952”. He refers to the three-anti 

campaign, launched at the end of 1951, and the later five-anti campaign.  

• The Three-antis campaign targeted party members and bureaucrats and sought to combat corruption, waste and inefficiency.  

• The Five-antis campaign aimed at ending all forms of corruption within the ‘national capitalist’ economy, but in reality was designed to target the 

capitalist class. It soon became an all-out war against the bourgeoisie in China.  

• Only 1% of businessmen received prison sentences, but many more were given crippling fines or driven to suicide.  

• Some historians highlight the positive attributes of the campaigns in reducing criminal gang control in cities like Shanghai and reducing the endemic 

corruption of nationalist China, but others like Stuart are quick to point out that these policies mainly supported Mao’s consolidation by increasing the 

subordination of the individual to the state.  

• Mao’s policies also functioned as a means of indoctrinating the population. Mass participation was encouraged and as workers joined trade unions they 

were educated in the communist ideology. 

• Likewise, the New Democratic Youth League had 9 million members by 1953.  

Para four: Mao used terror to eliminate all potential threats to his power 

• Mao’s used terror and repression most notably to eliminate political threats to his power 

• His first suppression of counter revolutionaries involved over 28,000 executions in the Guangdong province alone.  

• The basis of Mao’s early control became the danwei, the neighbourhood units which exercised surveillance over ordinary people.  

• The CCP demanded the active participation of all in surveillance, and it is thought around 700,000 people throughout the country were executed or 

driven to suicide.  

• In fact, Mao’s prominent method of terror was repression. Public humiliations and rectifications saw victims unable to withstand psychological torture, 

and finally resort to suicide. 

• Jung Chang has remarked that from the moment he took power “Mao intended most of the population to witness violence and killing. His aim was to 

scare and brutalize the entire population…” 

• The outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 heightened the CCP’s anxiety about potential ‘enemies within’ and led to a bloody campaign against Counter-

revolutionaries.  

• Within 6 months, over 700,000 people, most of them with former GMD links, were executed. 

• In addition, 500,000 were imprisoned in ‘reform through labour’ camps.  

• Jung Chang has identified Mao’s terror methods of ‘thought reform’ as a reflection of Mao’s intension to manipulate the human psyche as a means of 

power consolidation. 

Conclusion: The most important means of consolidation for Mao was… His pragmatism? 

Maintenance of power 
Introduction: In 1954 a formal constitution declared China to be a single-party state, and Mao’s role as Head of Government effectively gave him dictatorial 

powers. Jonathan Fenby: “Mao prized disorder, as long as he was on top” 

Para one: Popular policies, mass mobilisation campaigns and state of constant revolution 

• Realising that improving the position of women in society was gaining him popular support, Mao added to his earlier marriage laws with the 1953 

Election Law. This gave women the right to vote and some joined the government and PLA. Mao successfully increased the number of women in work 

from 8% to 32%.  

• Anything left of the ‘old’ Chinese culture was replaced during the Cultural Revolution in 1966. 

• Mao encouraged the Chinese youth, which became his Red Guard, to destroy all capitalists within society. Huge rallies began in Tiananmen Square 

and at other key sites, with millions attending. The destruction Mao led the Red Guard to carry out eradicated all of his potential opposition, helping him 

to reassert his power.  

Para two: Economic policies (collectivisation increased his control) 

• By the end of the First Five Year Plan in 1957 all private industries and businesses had been nationalised. Throughout his rule Mao retained enough 

control over businesses that no popular capitalist uprising ever became a threat to him. 

• Mao 'collectivised' the Chinese agriculture, introducing mutual aid teams (1951), lower stage cooperatives (1952-53), and eventually higher stage 

cooperatives (1953-55); grouping together small, privately owned farms into much larger collective farms. 

• Mao worked to increase the standard of living of the huge peasant class and promoted policies that directly benefitted them 




